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In order to thoroughly understand what makes Linux tick and why it works so well on a wide variety of systems, you need to delve deep into the heart of the kernel. The kernel handles all interactions between the CPU and the external world, and determines which programs will share processor time, in what order. It manages limited memory so well that hundreds of processes can share the system efficiently, and expertly organizes data transfers so that the CPU isn't kept waiting any longer than necessary for the relatively slow disks.
 		

The third edition of Understanding the Linux Kernel takes you on a guided tour of the most significant data structures, algorithms, and programming tricks used in the kernel. Probing beyond superficial features, the authors offer valuable insights to people who want to know how things really work inside their machine.  Important Intel-specific features are discussed. Relevant segments of code are dissected line by line. But the book covers more than just the functioning of the code; it explains the theoretical underpinnings of why Linux does things the way it does.
 		

This edition of the book covers Version 2.6, which has seen significant changes to nearly every kernel subsystem, particularly in the areas of memory management and block devices. The book focuses on the following topics:
 		

	
    Memory management, including file buffering, process swapping, and Direct memory Access (DMA) 

    
	
    The Virtual Filesystem layer and the Second and Third Extended Filesystems

    
	
    Process creation and scheduling

    
	
    Signals, interrupts, and the essential interfaces to device drivers

    
	
    Timing

    
	
    Synchronization within the kernel

    
	
    Interprocess Communication (IPC) 

    
	
    Program execution

    


Understanding the Linux Kernel will acquaint you with all the inner workings of Linux, but it's more than just an academic exercise. You'll learn what conditions bring out Linux's best performance, and you'll see how it meets the challenge of providing good system response during process scheduling, file access, and memory management in a wide variety of environments. This book will help you make the most of your Linux system.
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Introduction to Blockchain and Ethereum: Use distributed ledgers to validate digital transactions in a decentralized and trustless mannerPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Build distributed applications that resolve data ownership issues when working with transactions between multiple parties

	
		Key Features

		
			Explore a perfect balance between theories and hands-on activities
	
			Discover popular Blockchain use cases such as Bitcoin
	...
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Obstetrics: Normal and Problem Pregnancies: Book with Online Access, 5eChurchill Livingstone, 2007

	Must-have expertise for today's challenging fast-changing field! This classic reference is your place to turn for all of the guidelines you need on the diagnosis, therapy, and management of both normal and high-risk patients. Inside you'll find state-of-the-art guidance on the challenges you face, with new chapters covering placental...
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365 Steps to Self-confidence: A Complete Programme for Personal Transformation - in Just a Few Minutes a DayHow to Books, 2008
"'I've spent hundreds of pounds on books over the last few years, but yours is worth a dozen of my collection.' Personal Development Trainer, Ireland 'Follow the 52 themed chapters including exercises, insights and practical hints on how to overcome your lack of self-esteem and begin to live life to the full NOW, not tomorrow!' GOOD...
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Memory Architecture Exploration for Programmable Embedded SystemsSpringer, 2002
Continuing advances in chip technology, such as the ability to place more
transistors on the same die (together with increased operating speeds) have
opened new opportunities in embedded applications, breaking new ground in
the domains of communication, multimedia, networking and entertainment.
New consumer products, together...
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Deploying Microsoft Forefront Unified Access Gateway 2010Microsoft Press, 2010

	
		When we began this project, our intent was to create a real-world scenario that would guide IT professionals in using Microsoft best practices to deploy Microsoft Forefront Unified Access Gateway (UAG) 2010. We also included an explanation of the architectural side of the product, which we consider an advantage...
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The Elements of InvestingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	A timeless, easy-to-read guide on life-long investment principles that can help any investor succeed


	The Elements of Investing has a single-minded goal: to teach the principles of investing in the same pared-to-bone manner that Professor William Strunk Jr. once taught composition to students at Harvard, using his...
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